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January 2019

Diversity, where are we now? - considering diversity in our Quaker Community (see page 7)

Dates for your Diary
Thursday 17th January - Area Meeting at Redland MH, 7pm

(See p.2)

Saturday 19th January – Film Club “Untouchable” at Redland MH, 6pm

(See p.10)

Friday 25th January – Holocaust Memorial Day event, City Hall 2-5pm

(See p.9)

Friday 25th January – 'Our Fragile Planet' talk at Redland Church Hall, 7pm

(See p.9)

Saturday 23rd February – Church and Peace, Bull Street MH, Birmingham

(See p.6)

Bristol Area Quaker Meeting is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation with the Reg. Number 1175435
Area Meeting website: www.bristolquakers.org.uk
N.B. Copy for the February issue (number 410) should be sent to ELINOR KERSHAW by email
elinor.kershaw@gmail.com (or telephone/text 07967641859 if unable to email)
to arrive by the 2nd Friday in February, i.e. Friday 8th (Notice dates after 18th February ONLY please)
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““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ “
Happy New Year
Welcome to 2019 and welcome new and long-standing readers alike
to the Bristol Area Quaker Meeting newsletter.
Here you will find preparatory documents for Area Meeting as well as items submitted by local Friends
and occasional news from national and international Quaker networks.
Articles of all kinds are welcome, be they spiritual, topical or simply thought-provoking, as well as
notices of events, snippets of news or comment, or short appeals.
Please note the variation in deadline for February, being the 8 th as the month starts on a Friday.
Elinor Kershaw, Editor
“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
January Area Meeting
This will be held at Redland Meeting House on Thursday 17th January at 7pm.
The main item of business will be a consideration of a minute from Redland Local Meeting about the
holding of Area Meetings. I have written an article about this by way of background to help us move
towards a creative response. See below.
We also anticipate at least two applications for membership, a proposal for a wedding plus a variety of
releases and appointments.
Angus Morrice will be joining me as Assistant Clerk and we have a new joint email address for all A M
Clerks’ correspondence: am.clerks@bristolquakers.org.uk
Please put this into your devices to replace the old one.
Barney Smith, Clerk to BAM
“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
The right holding of Area meetings.
From Quaker Faith and Practice 4.02 “It (the Area Meeting) should provide that balance between worship,
mutual support, administration, learning, deliberation and social life which can make its meetings enjoyable
occasions and build up the spiritual life of its members.”
Last September, in response to a request for comments on proposed dates for Area Meetings in 2019,
Redland Local Meeting minuted ;
“We would welcome a reduction in the number of meetings and recommend that meetings should take a
different format. We would like to abbreviate necessary business by greater use of minutes of record, and to
focus upon Area Meeting’s role in bringing together Local Meetings and encouraging Friends to know each
other better.”
The minute opens up an area for discussion partially tackled in the past and contains within it two strands
of thought. A, Less business/fewer meetings and B, more coming together and communication.
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A. Less business. The role for Area Meetings is set out in Quaker Faith and Practice and is part and parcel
of the Quaker form of church government which involves a lot of participatory decision making. By resting
many matters at Area Meeting level (membership, weddings, records, representatives, etc) local meetings
are relieved of lots of responsibilities. By appointing Trustees to take responsibility, for property,
employment and finance, local meetings are relieved of even more responsibilities.
But these functions do not go away. They are essential to the life of the Society and we cannot expect to
enjoy eating without doing both the cooking and the washing up. Nationally, Friends are looking for ways
to simplify our business but this will need careful thought since everything we do at present is based on
hard-won experience.
The reference to minutes of record implies that someone else (not Area Meeting) should be taking the
decisions before being reported back for information. We can do this via our record sheet which is
published with the minutes. Further use of this could only come by identifying who else should be taking
certain decisions.
To a larger extent, business is brought to us (applications for membership, appointments and reports) in
draft minute form for us to check and amend before endorsing and reports are published in the Newsletter
rather than read at the Meetings. There has been a substantial reduction in time taken up by business
items over recent years.
B. More communication A few years ago, following a major consultation, we experimented in various
ways. We had an arrangements committee which oversaw the process. We introduced items at business
meetings purely for spiritual purpose but this practice lapsed through lack of enthusiasm. Similarly the
Area Meeting outing days drew few people to them. However the two conference days are a more
substantial legacy of these earlier initiatives and continue to be well attended.
There is still the opportunity to do more on the occasions when we meet for business. The agenda does
not normally take more than two hours and, possibly after a break for refreshments, we might entertain a
speaker or a discussion, threshing meeting etc. at our afternoon meetings. However this requires someone
to take the initiative.
We laid down the learning co-ordinators for the Area Meeting earlier and when we laid down the Area
Meeting arrangements committee in November 2017 we did not take up the recommendation of A M
Elders that we should get to know each other through social events other than Area Meeting for business.
Their minute to A M November 2017 stated:
“We ask Area Meeting to reframe this committee as the events committee ensuring that area meeting wide
events of all types occur as often as possible. They may involve social, activist, educational, outreach,
inreach and "spiritual" events to name only a few.”
But A M just responded by minuting:
“We agree to return to the need for a replacement committee, if any, at a future Area Meeting.”
Perhaps it is now time to do just this. Do we want to:
A. Experiment with ways of doing business in ways not set out in Quaker Faith and Practice or wait until
discussions at national level run their course?
B. Appoint a new group to innovate with additional activities for Area Meeting.
Barney Smith, Clerk to Bristol Area Meeting January 2019
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Minutes from Redland Local Meeting
18/79 Visioning the future of our Meeting House
During worship today we have heard how much our building is valued by its present users and we have
rejoiced in its importance to ourselves as a centre of worship. We live in difficult times and we understand
that our Quaker Meeting leads us, through worship, towards a healing of the world. Contemplation and
action have always been closely linked in our Quaker traditions and we hope our Meeting House will
continue to justify its heavy financial costs by providing both a focus for worship and a base for sharing our
concerns and serving our local community.
The importance of young people to the future of our Meeting leads us to consider their long-term future in
relation to sustainable living and the sustainable development of our Meeting House. We face the future
with hope and with confidence in our faithful commitment to healing ourselves and our society. Our
Meeting House is well-used and we can build on what we already have in this wonderful building. At the
same time, we recognise the need to be open to new Light and to be ready to consider more adventurous
proposals.
At a recent all-age Meeting for Worship we responded to the children’s idea of using windows to help us
think about the future. What do we hope people will see when looking in through the Meeting House
windows? What will we see ourselves when we look outwards into the world?
Looking inwards, we hope to see a loving and inclusive community of Quakers who feel their collective
worship is central to everything else they do. Our Meeting House will continue to provide a worship space
from which other activities can radiate out. In our worship, we are attentive to the ‘inward light’, and to
‘the promptings of love and truth in our hearts’.
Looking outwards, we hope to live more adventurously and to use our Meeting House as a hub for peaceful
social action. ‘Come in, so that you can go out strengthened’ (from our Talking Wall downstairs).
We value the small-scale, local community-building role of our Meeting House, as well as its potential as a
base for wider social action. Redland Meeting House is widely used by local groups and as a drop-in for
people needing a peaceful, supportive place to be. We hope this welcoming role will continue and expand
in the future.
We have been reminded of Redland Meeting’s history of active engagement with social issues in the past.
We recognise that this engagement will change over time as new priorities emerge. Our current ‘visioning’
has recorded the needs of refugees, homeless people and people with mental health problems. We also feel
a growing concern for environmental sustainability and will express this in the future management of our
building as well as in environmental campaigning and in our personal lives.
Though there is not yet a single, united vision for Redland Meeting’s future involvement in the wider
community, we have begun to develop a renewed sense of purpose through the current visioning exercise.
We have been reminded of the vital connections between looking inwards and looking outwards. We will
continue to reflect on how we may individually and collectively help to deepen our Meeting’s current
involvement in both its local community and wider social action.
This minute will be sent to Area Meeting and to Area Meeting trustees.
18/80 Children’s minute on the future of our Meeting House
‘We feel that the Meeting House is very important to us; it is a place where we can feel safe and meet our
friends. We enjoy the peaceful silence and learning about Quakerism as well as having fun.
We feel that the Meeting House is welcoming to us but perhaps not to others. We would like to do more to
share our Meeting House with other groups of children, perhaps from the refugee community. The Meeting
House stands for peace and welcome; we could do something to say this at the front of the building by
making it recognisable as a Meeting House.
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We think this could be achieved by considering changing aspects such as the tall hedge and frosted
windows. We could also promote the space by involving the wider community and contacting local
churches. We could also promote the space by making the Meeting House more eye-catching, for example
with vibrant flowers in the garden or a banner at the front.
We dream of a space of our own in the Meeting House with more youth-based activities.’
The children and young people’s minute is accepted into the records of Redland Local Meeting. This minute
will be sent to Area Meeting and to Area Meeting trustees.
We wish to share information about our visioning process with other Quakers in the future, including
through an article for The Friend. Heather Lister will write this article.
“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
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Church and Peace Event
Peace is not a fairy-tale –
we have to work to make it happen.*
‘Let us do what leads to peace
and builds our common life’ (Romans 14:19)
Date: Saturday 23rd February 2019, 10.30 – 16.30
(Refreshments will be available from 10.00 for a prompt 10.30 start)
Venue: Quaker Meeting House, 40 Bull St, Birmingham B4 6AF
The event is free of charge. A vegetarian soup and sandwich lunch can be booked at a cost of £8.00.
During this day of reflection and discussion, which Church and Peace is organising in collaboration with
Fellowship of Reconciliation UK, we will think about some of the deep divisions in our society and hear
from people who are working towards healing these divisions and bringing people together.
Keynote speaker will be Rev Al Barrett, an Anglican vicar who has been involved in an exciting journey of
community building on a Birmingham estate over the last eight years.
Panel and discussion:


Rev Inderjit Bhogal (Methodist), co-founder of the City of Sanctuary movement over twelve years
ago and still committed to this vision; he is now working on building a network of Churches of
Sanctuary which will provide welcome, support and advocacy for asylum-seekers and refugees.



Charmian Kenner from Lambeth More In Common will describe how community groups from
Lambeth, including South London Interfaith Group, met their counterparts in Boston (Lincs) following
extremely different voting patterns in the EU referendum, in order to understand each other's
experiences and points of view.



Ruth Tetlow has many years' experience in interfaith activities in Birmingham and will be discussing
with us one of her latest projects, which involves bringing different faith groups together around the
issue of climate change.

Workshop/discussion groups will take place in the afternoon.
Registration and further information
Contact Barbara Forbes - forbesbarbarae@yahoo.co.uk
To register, please send us your name, contact details and the name of your
church/meeting/organisation, if applicable.
Let us know if you’d like to book the lunch and if you’re vegan or have a special diet.
Please register by 12th February 2019
* Quotation from the late Dekha Ibrahim Abdi, global peace-maker from Kenya, recipient of international
peace prizes, trainer and associate of Responding to Conflict at Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre,
Birmingham.
Church and Peace brings together Christian communities, congregations, study centres, peace
organisations, and individuals across Europe who are committed to becoming a peace church. Its
members seek to live out the Gospel-call to nonviolence through shared worship, theological reflection,
and practical action for justice, peace and the integrity of creation.
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Diversity: where are we now?
Quakers in Britain are taking part in a survey that aims to map the diversity of the faith. Edwina Peart
explained in BYM e-mail monthly update, Quake!, the thinking behind it and how you can take part.
In 2017, Britain Yearly Meeting heard the call to “examine its diversity." From this decision came my oneyear role, Diversity and Inclusion Project Coordinator, which began in June 2018.
I love my job. I love the variety of it, the challenge of it and the opportunity to make a difference. I am
heartened by the appetite for discussion of these issues among Quakers, and by the commitment to
equality that many individuals make.
But this doesn't mean that my job is an easy one. Calls of this nature have been made before. As one
Quaker told me, “It would be good if your initiative opened some eyes and produced significant change but
I'm not holding my breath in hope. However each attempt has some positive ripples, so thank you."
I want to help make a sustainable difference this time.
Working with meetings
Part of my role has been to visit and work with Quaker meetings at both a local and area level. From this I
am learning that diversity in outlook and priority is already embedded in the Quaker population. It is part
of the history of this faith community.
Where it exists, this diversity needs to be documented and quantified. Without this it remains an idea or
feeling, perceived through the prism of individual experience. Where it is absent, the same is also true.
I would like diversity, inclusion and belonging to be incorporated into the structure and workings of the
Quaker community. So, halfway through my year, I have launched a short survey. I am calling it a 'baseline
audit' and its purpose is to examine the diversity of the British Quaker community as it exists now.
This is the first time all Quakers, both members and attenders, are being asked individually to provide this
kind of information, albeit in a totally anonymous form. I want to encourage all Quakers to engage with
this initiative. To help build a more inclusive community – a long held Quaker goal – we need to know
where we currently stand.
Knowing who we are
In what ways are we already diverse? Where do our strengths and weaknesses lie in terms of inclusion?
Both these questions need to be answered if we are to understand the nature and make up of this old and
important faith community that has a history of significant contributions to British and international
equality.
From that base we can start to chart a path for further development in terms of structures and
membership. In 5 or 10 years' time we can use the survey to check on our progress and see what worked.
All this relies on Quakers taking the time (15 minutes maximum) to complete the survey. It contains just 8
short questions and I am inviting you to choose how to answer each question – there are no preordained
categories or boxes to tick.
From this exercise, Quakers as a community can define themselves. Only through knowing who we are, can
we plot our journey to where we want to be.
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/quakersurvey
Edwina Peart, via Elinor Kershaw
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Quaker Retreat on the Isle of Skye
In 2017 I went on a pilgrimage/retreat to Iona for a course led by Quaker Alistair McIntosh (writer and
activist). One of my fellow attendees is arranging another retreat on the Isle of Skye in April and is
looking for a few more 'pilgrims'
Kingsley Belton, Portishead
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Holocaust Memorial Day 2019
The annual Holocaust Memorial Day Civic Commemoration will take place at City Hall on Friday 25 January,
from 2pm - 5pm. As in previous years, the event is organised by a multi-faith team of volunteers led by
Marian Liebmann.
The theme ‘Torn from Home’ has been chosen by the Holocaust Memorial Day Trust for this year’s event.
We will remember the six million Jews murdered during the Holocaust, the millions of others killed under
Nazi persecution and the genocides which followed in Cambodia, Rwanda, Bosnia and Darfur. In every
case, millions of homes were lost, as well as lives, and reflection upon this fact helps us to comprehend
both differences and commonalities among genocide victims and between these victims and ourselves.
The leading speaker will be Iby Knill, a 95-year-old Holocaust survivor. Iby was sent from her home in
Slovakia to Hungary where she joined the Resistance Movement. After her arrest she was imprisoned and
tortured before being sent to Auschwitz Birkenau and a slave labour camp at Lippstadt. In 1945 she worked
with the Allied Military Government where she met her husband, a British Army officer. In recent years Iby
has spoken to thousands of people and written two books about her experiences.
During the group discussion which will follow, participants will be invited to consider what it is like to flee
your home at short notice and to think about the items you would need or want in your suitcase. After a
tea break and an opportunity to visit the stalls of relevant Bristol projects (including refugee projects), there
will be an opportunity to hear from local sixth-formers who have recently visited Auschwitz. Other
speakers will include Cllr Asher Craig and HM Lord Lieutenant Peaches Golding and a closing ceremony will
be led by Father Richard Mackay.
Quaker volunteers are needed ‘on the day’ to convene small group discussions. Full instructions will be
provided. Please email Marian Liebmann asap if you have experience of leading discussions and are able to
offer this service: marian@liebmann.org.uk.
Julia Bush
“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
Bristol Multi-faith Forum Events
Tuesday 15 January - ‘Seeking Justice, working for Peace’
This is the start of a 5 session study course, run by Kairos Bristol, Friends of Palestine in the Churches, for
Christians wanting to understand the situation of Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. It is held at The
Well, 38 Church Rd, Westbury-on-Trym, BS9 3EQ, at 7.30pm, starting on 15 January and then on four
subsequent Tuesday evenings. Please book through the Warden at the Well at:
warden@thewellcentreforspirituality.org.uk. Other courses will be run during Lent at Cotham Parish
Church and St. Paul’s Church Clifton and at other venues being arranged. For further details please contact:
Sue Parfitt on sueparfitt123@gmail.com
Friday 25 January - Our Fragile Planet - a Christian Perspective: Caring for the Earth 2
At 7pm for 7.30pm at Redland Church Hall, Redland Green Rd, Bristol, BS6 7HE, Dr Martin Hodson will be
talking about sustainable agriculture issues in relation to population increases and the effects of climate
change. This is part of a series of lectures looking at the Biblical mandate for caring for our world and the
science that lies behind the challenges we face. The intention is that the lectures should not only inform us
of the objective facts and controversies but also look at how God’s people can respond, both as individuals
and corporately, and in a manner that balances the needs of individuals with the need to safeguard the
future of our planet. For more information contact Dr Christina Biggs at cmbbiggs@gmail.com
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Saturday 16 February - Hidden Voices: Church Action on Modern Slavery and Exploitation in Bristol
This free event takes place from 10am to 12pm at St Peters Henleaze, The Drive, Henleaze, Bristol, BS9 4LD,
where modern slavery in Bristol will be discussed and people will think about how churches can help
‘slavery proof’ themselves and also work with their communities to tackle the issue. Hidden Voices is an
ecumenical resource which aims to inform and support local communities in taking action on the
challenging issue of Modern Slavery within their own communities. Evidence suggests that around a half to
two thirds of homeless people have been or will be involved in modern slavery. The police have made it
clear that they cannot prosecute their way out of this problem and need community support. For more
information email maggsd1961@gmail.com and to book a place see:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/hidden-voices-church-action-on-modern-slavery-exploitation-inbristoltickets-53222134838
Sunday 24 February 2019 - Diverse Doors Open Day
This is an annual event, offering the opportunity to visit a range of places of worship. It aims to give a
flavour of the many faiths in the city of Bristol. Last year a total of 16 places of worship opened their
doors. In addition, 7 of the 16 venues formed a designated ‘Faith Trail’, each representing a different faith.
At each of these 7 core venues there was an opportunity to participate in a discussion. If you would like
your place of worship to be part in next year’s event, please get in touch. Contact
info@bristolmultifaithforum.org.uk or call 07789 040267.
“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
Film Club at Redland
Film club meets in the library at Redland Meeting House every third Saturday of the month at 6pm.
Everyone is welcome to come. Please bring some food for a shared supper after the film.
SATURDAY JANUARY 19 - UNTOUCHABLE (15)
This irreverent comedy about friendship, trust and human possibility broke
box-office records in its native France and across Europe. It is based on a
true story of friendship between a handicapped millionaire and his streetsmart ex-con caretaker.
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 16 - THELMA AND LOUISE (15)
Come to film club to watch this classic American road film.
Funny, moving and action-packed, with a feminist message at its core.

SATURDAY MARCH 16 - GREAT EXPECTATIONS (PG)
A humble orphan suddenly becomes a gentleman with the
help of an unknown benefactor in this classic tale by Charles
Dickens.
The 1946 David Lean film features a star-studded cast of
actors, including John Mills and Alec Guinness.
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